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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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laiscismo
LAISCISMO spelling error by LAICISMO, independence from any religious confession

laj
LAJ At ESpaña , acronym for The Position of Law of Administration of Justice

lakota
LAKOTA inhabitant and village living on the northern banks of the Missouri River in the Sioux language means friend or
ally

lambe ladrillo
Lambe bricks In Colombia person who gets into what he doesn't care about 2.  Person who spends in church praying,
but once he comes out, he continues to behave poorly, speaking ill of people, being selfish and so on.

lambe perro
LAMBE DOG licking a dog is an act of submission.  Lambe dog is a submissive.  Lamber is an epéntesis, a vulgarism
for licking. 

lambones
LAMBONES plural of LAMBON

lambón
LAMBON 1 .  Chivato 2.  Colloquially it is a lick, flatterer, patero, who does the paw (to the boss)

lambuciento
LAMBUCIENTO in Venezuela: who likes to eat between meals.  2 .  Lambucio, which is greedy in small things or
quantities. 

lame
LAME in English , slang by pathetic , terrible

lamecirios
LAMECIRIOS Flattering person, who does not hesitate to do what wue is in order to win the favors of someone more
important.

lameconchas
LAMECONCHAS Person who flatters and flatters to grace and obtain granjerías .  In Spain, Lick ass.  In Colomia and
Chile Chupamedias

lamedores
LAMEDORES plural of LAMEDOR, who dies, who passes the tongue (through a surface) 2.  in Venezuela: Expectorant
syrup to expel phlegm. 



lameladrillos
LAMELADRILLOS person who flatters in order to obtain personal advantages.  2 in Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia: very
cunning, awake and vivacious person

lamepelotas
LAMEPELOTAS lameculos, sucks, sycophant, person who tries to grace himself, especially with the boss, to gain
advantages over his peers. 

lamngen
Mapuche LAMNGEN 1 .  Sister of a man or a woman.  2 .  Brother of yna woman.  3 .  A woman's parallel cousin.  4 . 
Loving treatment of a woman

lamparoso
LAMPAROSO in Ecuador : person who tries to appear as what is not .  2 .  Person to try to show off, stand out

lampedusiana
LampedUSIANA female Lampedusian, a natural of the Italian island of Lampedusa, world-renowned for being an illegal
entry point to Europe by African immigrants. 

lampedusiano
LAMPEDUSIAN 1 .  Natural of the Italian island, Lampedusa.  2 .  Relative or belonging to that island. 

land-art
LAND-ART decoration of open spaces with an artistic sense typical of Japanese gardens, where stones and other
elements are placed artistically on the ground or in volumetric form, as ornamental arches.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be lant, earth art, earthworks

landoza
LANDOZA appears to be a transposition of the word LAUNCHED as there is no record of any meaning for landoza

langusiento
LANGUSIENTO person who shows off gluttony, especially sweets. 

lansoprazol
LANZOPRAZOLE antacid drug to combat excess gastric acid .  Use to treat stomach ulcers, gastroesophageal reflux
(stomach acid causes heartburn), and conditions where the stomach makes excess acid

lanzaagua
LANZAAGUA that throws a jet of water : water launcher gun. 

lanzaaguas
WATER THROWER Truck that has a high-pressure rotary piston on its top to throw water jets at protesters and
provokers of street riots.  In Chile : Guanaco . 



lanzagases
LANZAGASES weapon or device to fire gases

lanzallama
LANZALLAMA Grammatical Error .  see LANZALLAMAS

lanzarse un piscinazo
LAUNCH A POOL by throwing yourself into the pool causing a big blow and producing a great displacement of water. 

lanzaso
LANZASO There is No correct spelling is LANZAZO

lapa paca
LAPA or PACA .  1 .  Hisricomorpho rodent (rodents that have very large intraorbital hole) of the family Cuniculidae .  It
lives like beavers, near the waterways of tropical forests, from Mexico and Central America, to Paraguay and northern
Argentina, to northeastern Uruguay.  It has a gestation period of 118 days and usually spawns a single calf, rarely two. 
2 . LAPA is a gasteropod mollusk (sea snail) with a fluted conical shell of circular symmetry of highly attached edible
meat, especially in cold water places such as the Chilean coast.  3 .  PACA Hay Bale, usually enzunched to reserve it as
food for livestock for times of little grass.

lapsos
PLURAL LAPSOS of LAPSO time period .  2 .  From Latin lapsus, unintentional error in speaking

largo radio
LONG RADIO 1 .  said of a curve or curvature: that it is of a smooth variation, that its radius of curvature is wide.  2 .  It
is or has a long radius (bone)

largos
LARGOS plural de LARGO

las afueras
THE OUTSIDE expression to designate the periphery of a city, the most secluded places.  Banlieue

las consignas
The plural CONSIGNAS OF Consigna .  See Consignment .  Guidelines of an organization, political party or social
group.  Fundamental ideological guide.

late night show
LATE NIGHT SHOW show show that is broadcast late at night, in general, at midnight and can last until 3 a.m. M. 

latin honomastico
ONOMSTICO comes from Greek, not Latin.  Onomazos is assigning names and icos is a suffix that means relative to . 
Written without initial H . 



latinoamericanista
LATINOAMERICANISTA person who advocates latin American countries as a whole and who is in favor of greater
regional exchange and integration.

latinoamericanista-mexicano-na
LATINOAMERICANISTA-MEXICANO-NA I rate this entry as SPAM because of its inconsistency in its composition. 
Latin American is an attitude or disposition, and Mexican is a gentilicio.  Then this sad invention of compound word gives
grief.  Valid would be Latin American-Mexican or Latin American-Mexican.  But the first is improper because the first
component contains the second .  And in the second the same thing happens, because Mexico belongs to Latin
America.  And, finally Mexican Latin Americanist or Mexican Latin Americanist are valid expressions, but without
hyphen, in which Mexican is the subject and Latin American is the qualifying adjective, grammatically the direct
complement. 

latinoamericanizar
LATIN AMERICANIZE bring an ideology, vocabulary, fashion or style from Europe or the United States to Latin America

latinoamérica
LATIN AMERICAN geopolitical region that corresponds, from north to south, to Mexico, all Central America, except
Belize, and all of South America, except Guyana and Surunam, that is, all Spanish-, Portuguese (Brazil) or
French-speaking countries (Haiti and French Guiana).  HISPANOAMERICA] /E] differs in that it considers only
Spanish-speaking countries and also includes Spain.  Ibero-America includes Spanish and Portuguese-speaking
Americans, as well as Spain and Portugal. 

latinomadrileña
LATINOMADRIL, A person who was born or lives in Nadrid and is from Latin American parents, or vice versa 2.  Person
who was born in Latin America and lives in Madrid, or vice versa.

laurel dorado
LAUREL DORADO laurel wreath plated in gold or solid gold that is awarded in Lichenstein and other states as the
highest recognition of a sporting achievement.  Earrings and crowns of adornment in the form of laurel branches, also
used as a prize. 

laurel romano
LAUREL ROMANO of Latin Lavrea, symbol of victory and freedom.  Prize to the winner in Rome and ancient Greece, a
circled bouquet of bay leaves, which was placed as a crown on the head of the winners of athletic competitions, poet
laureates and warriors.  It was also used by the high authorities, such as Emperor Julius Caesar, who commanded her
to make it gold, to hide her baldness. 

laus deo
LAUS DEO latin expression meaning God may be praised. It is used in many religious books and scripts as well as a
form of saluting or farewell in religious congregations

lavado de cara
FACE WASH image enhancement, cosmetic retouching

lavado verde



GREEN WASH Greenwashing in English, is a technique used by companies to make the public believe that they are
careful of the environment and that their products are ecological, actually making a misleading use of green marketing. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be greenwashing, green baling, green image washing

lavados
LAVADO Plural WASHES 1 .  Action and effect of washing 2 .  Past participle of the verb lavar

lavagnismo
LAVAGNISMO in Argentina: followers and ideology and economic and political vision promoted by deputy Roberto
Lavagna. 

lavarse las manos en un asunto
WASH HANDS (in a matter), evade all responsibility, alluding to the use that in amtiguedad it was used to wash his
hands in front of the people to decree innocence, as Pontius Pilate did in condemning Jesus to the cross.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be fooling around, evading responsibility

lawfare
LAWFARE English word product of the contraction of the word LAW meaning LAW and WARFARE meaning
CAMPAIGN BÉLICA .   Lawfate was created in early 2000 by the strategic study centers of the American FFAA to
specify the judicial use of human rights to strengthen the political position of the weaker side, publicly discrediting the
other party, regardless of whether the demand was fair or not.

layering
LAYERING Layer, in English, is layer.  Termination ing indicates action and effect of placing layers (something) 

lazados
LAZADOS pl .  of past participle of the verb LAZAR to hunt animals with a bow or grab a thing

lámparas
LAMP PLURAL LAMP .

le dieron gato por liebre
He was given CAT BY LIEBRE Euphemism for being ripped off.  It comes from the fact that hare meat is quoted for
human consumption and cat meat is not.  In Chile : He passed cat for hare, that is, they made him believe that it was
hare meat and was cat.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be they mistopped him, they deceived him

le gustan las tunas
HE LIKES TUNAS IN CHILE: allegory by the testicles, HE STAYS THE LITTLE DUCK BEHIND, HE TURNED THE
UMBRELLA, allegory for wanting the same sex, the penis falls instead of standing in front of an exciting woman.  In the
50s it appeared in the news: "Homosexual murderers fell" and below it said "They were arrested while eating some tasty
pig legs" .  From there, in Chile, liking the pig legs is synonymous with homosexual. 

lean startup
LEAN STARTUP from TO LEAN , lean and STARTUP lifting, departure .  Methodology to develop businesses and
products, reducing production development and implementation times.



leaseback
LEASEBACK bank loan supported by equity capital, which generates lower interest rates.  The leaseback presupposes
the guarantee of recovering one's own assets given as collateral

leash
LEASH del inglés CORREA

leccese
LECCESE in Italy : genus of enfemic sheep of the Salerno peninsula, grown in Puglia in southern Italy.  2 surname of
Italian origin present in Argentina .  3 .  Automotive in Rosario Province, Argentina 4 .  Manufacture and brand of skates
and rollers for sale in Argentina. 

lechuga
LECHUGA Dollars , Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be dollar banknotes

lechugas
LETCHUGA plural LETCHUGAS .  See LECHUGA

lectograbadora
LECTOGRABADORA Magnetic tape reading and recording equipment

leer la cartilla
READ THE CARTILLA recriminate about a fault, warn of the rules and sanctions that will come. 

legacy
LEGACY English word meaning LEGADO 2 .  Toyota model.  Inheritance.

legado vindicatorio
LEGIT VINDICATORIO .  Provision made by a testator in favour of one or more persons, whether natural or legal with
the special characteristic that this is in a reparative nature for damages previously caused.

leggin
LEGGIN spelling error by LEGGINGS elastic fit covering from waist to feet.

leggings
LEGGINGS Underpants, women's underpants, men's underpants, synthetic material, elasticated, covering from waist to
feet

legislativas
LEGISLATIVE Plural LEGISLATIVES on LEGISLATION

legista defensor
LEGISTA DEFENSOR Specialist, a law scholar who is acting as a defender of a case in the courts or in competent



bodies to litigate on law.

leit motiv
LEIT MOTIV from German, main measure.  The medular, the main thing, the most important aspect.  .  . 

lejanos
FAR plural of LEJANO, which is distant, far away

lelos
LELOS, plural of LELO Toned, turulate, dizzy, lost

lemur
LEMUR and also LEMUR Mono endemic to the island of Madagascar.  Characteristic for its eyes surrounded by a black
circle and its fur tails in alternating black and white rings.

lengua de chuica
CHUICA LANGUAGE In Costa Rica Person who lies, who substantively alters the facts : I was the only one who
answered 100% correctly but I was not hired because I was superqualified for office.

lengua de suegra
SUEGRA LANGUAGE allegory by scathing language, a person who likes to criticize others

lenguaje digital
DIGITAL LANGUAGE terminology typical of communication through digital networks and that is not usual in face-to-face
conversation.

lenguaje visual
VISUAL LANGUAGE Rendering messages using images; just as words are a representation of oral language.  The
brain translates the image into the concept it means and that is known or interpreted.  Writing, painting, photography are
forms of visual language. 

leptocardios
LEPTOCARDIOS plural of LEPTOCARDIO Animal that does not have a cameraed heart as they typically have
vertebrates

ler
LER acronym for European Waste List, standard 6-digit codes for each residue plus 2 for each subchaple and 4 for each
chapter. 

lerdos
LERDO plural LERDOS Left, slow, clumsy

lerto



LERTO spelling error by LERDO, which understands with difficulty and slowness

lesbianas
LESBIANA LESBIANS Woman who only has sexual attraction for other women.  The term derives from the poet Safo
who had a school for young women on Lesbos, a Greek island in Asia Minor.  Safo wrote about 12. 000 lines but the
Catholic Church, in 1073, ordered to burn all his writings in Rome and Constantinople by immoral, being able to rescue
only about 600 lines.  There they were prepared for marriage, teaching them dance, art, poetry, culture, music.  Safo
encouraged love among them because he was accepted into Greek and Roman culture that, even well-married women,
had romances between them.  Safo c. 630 to 560 a . C.  ) was very famous for her insurmountable lyrics and her
prestige was eternal when Brentome in the S.  XVI published a book on female romantic poems entitled The Lesbians.

lesbie
LESBIE anglilicism by LESBI , LESBIANA

lesbofeminista
LESBOFEMINISTA lesbian person who advocates for the feminist cause, and eventually, preferably that of lesbians. 

lesbofobia
LESBOFOBIA hate or fear women who love or have sex with other women. 

lesbofóbico, ca
LESBOPHOBIC, CA see LESBOPHOBIC, who hates lesbians and what relates to women who love other women. 

lesbomarental
LESBOMARENTAL lesbian motherhood, exercised by a couple of women. 

lesbomaternal
LESBOMATERNAL Term composed of LESBIAN AND MATERNAL relative to mothers .  Therefore, it refers to relative
to lesbian or lesbian mothers who raise or have among them a love made by a third party, a baby or a child of a
maternal nature.  It comes to the case because the infant could be be engendered by artificial or in vitro insemination,
from an unknown parent or because he is maternally loved by both mothers, whether or not one of them the biological
mother of that child.  2 .  It refers to families made up of two women.

lesboodio
LESBOODIO Hatred of love between two women, and what it entails or is related to

lesbófobo
LESBFOBO who hates lesbians and lesbianism or sexual intercourse between women

lesion organica
ORGANIC LESIONS spelling error by ORGANIC INJURY, damage of an organ or functional disturbance thereof. 

let go
LET GO Spelling Error by LET'S GO Anglilicism by Vamos! . 



let&#39;s go
LET'S GO anglilicism exclamation by Come on!

letraherido
LETRAHERIDO comes from the Catalan letraferit, fond of letters or reading. 

letras
PLURAL LETTERS refers to literature.  E.g.  National Prize of Arts and Letters. 

levantar la voz
RAISE THE VOICE expression to indicate that a person is speaking at a higher volume than the right one.

levantinismo
LEVANTINISM unprejudged and insincmented attitude in trade and affairs, traditionally attributed to the populations of
the eastern Mediterranean. 

levantinista
LEVANTINISTA concerning Lift 2 .  Supporter of Levantinism, which is in favor of the Levant, cardinal point where the
sun rises in the equinoxes, as well as part of a country in that direction. 

ley antimáscaras
ANTIMASCARAS LAW that aims to sanction those who wear masks in riots and demonstrations to hide and avoid being
recognized

ley de dedo
FINGER LAW 1 .  In electricity and magnetism: It can refer to Fleming's law or Rule of the left hand: a conductor that is
within a magnetic field perpendicular to it and by which a current is circulated, a force is created whose direction will
depend on how both magnitudes (current and field) interact. In this way, the thumb determines the sense of force that
driver will experience.  2 .  Colloquially, refer to the designation of a person by mere preference, pointing the finger at
him with his index finger.  3 .  In Rome, in the fights in the colosseum, the emperor decided the life or death of the
defeated gladiator by the position of his thumb : up , life; below , death . 

ley del silencio
LAW OF SILENCE unwritten rule which takes place within organizations and which consists of maintaining absolute
secrecy, at the cost of life if necessary, of a crime or whatever has been committed by one or more members of that
group. Failure to do so usually costs the life of the traitor, especially within the mafias. 

ley del talion
LAW OF THE TALION (and not TALION) biblical precept stipulating Eye for eye, tooth for tooth.  The damage you do,
with the same pay. 

leyenda áurea
GOLDEN LEGEND in Latin; GOLDEN LEGEND, anthology of hagiographic accounts made by Santiago de la Vorágine,
Archbishop of Venice, in the middle of the century.  XIII and published in 1399. 



leyes básicas
BASIC LAWS Fundamental principles of physics, chemistry or other science, from which other laws and theories are
derived.

leyo la cartilla
I READ THE CARTILLA spelling error by ( LE ) LAW THE CARTILLA , preterite indefinite to read the card, increpar ,
warn (what are the rules) 

lez
LEZ anglicism; colloquially in English, lesbian : Soy lez Y tú? Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
lezzie, lesby, lezz, tortillera

lémures
LEMUR'S plural LEMURS and also LEMUR

lgbtiq
LGBTIQ acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, transgender, intersex, queer

lgtbifobia
LGTBIPHOBIA hatred towards Lesbians, Gays, Transsexuals, Bisexuals and Asexual or Indeterminate

liarla gorda
LIARLA GORDA in Spain : variant of ( is going to ) LIAR GORDA , entangle a situation a lot .  Put together the big one,
create a scandal

liberal-demócrata
LIBERAL-DEMOCRATIC combination of liberal ideology with democratic, either of principles or of alliance between the
two currents of political thought. 

liberrtino
LIBERRTINO spelling error by LIBERTINO, man given to sexual pleasures

libertad con los papeles en regla
FREEDOM WITH RULES PAPERS that is free or released and your personal documentation is up to date and in order,
complying with the requirements of the law. 

libertad de expresión
FREEDOM DD EXPRESSION Fundamental right of the citizens of a nation or state, stipulated in the political
constitution of each and every democratic country, to be able to freely express their thoughts, within the frameworks of
respect for the rights of others.

libertadla
LIBERTADLA second person pronominal form of the imperative of the verb LIBERTAR , release



libertarismo
LIBERTARIANISM doctrine that postulates the total exclusion of the State and the total defense of individual freedom. 
Consider individual freedom and the free market as the best way to defend democracy

liberticidio
LIBERTICIDIO murder of freedom, which destroys or kills freedom.  Remove or deny the free condition to which you are
imprisoned or enslaved. 

libertinos
LIBERTINO plural LIBERTINOS, a person of lustful and dissipated life.

libidinosos
LIBIDINOUS pl .  of LIBIDINOSO , lustful

libretea
LIBRETEA In Nicaragua third singular person of present indicative of the verb LIBRETEAR do la cimarra , leave duty
without permission .  In Chile : Leave free , give permission .  To be notebook is to be free.

libro de recetas
RECIPE BOOK printed collection of recipes (cooking) that include ingredients, dosages, the preparation process and,
eventually, ways to serve the dish or pastry. 

libro-adorno
BOOK-ADORNO book that does not fulfill a cultural function, but ornamental, as on a wall of an elegant shop or a
restaurant. 

libro-objeto
BOOK-OBJECT book used as ornament or book clips, made of any suitable material. 

libros
BOOKS pl .  of book set of printed or printed impoished sheets (The Little Prince, 20 love poems, life diary) or bound to
be filled by hand: ledgers, attendance book, life diary).  It's not in my books : I have no knowledge , it's not what I usually
do or see .  The book of life : the experience .  The accounting books, nowadays, are electronic accounting files, which
retain their old name. 

librotes
LIBROTRES pl .  book augmentative; large volume or high quality book

licaones del desierto
LYCAONS OF THE DESERT see LYCAON or Lycaon

licenciante
LICENSOR a legal or natural person who licenses, who gives a permit or makes an excuse official. 



licenciantes
LICENSOR's plural LICENSORS

licenciosos
LICENTIOUS pl .  of LICENTIOUS, vicious, who gives himself licenses, of low morals

lideraza
LIDERASA (and not LIDERAZA) female leader, boss, who directs.   A person who runs or conducts a political party,
social group or other collective.  2 .  .  Person or entity leading the place between a group of competitors.  3 .  Director of
a school.  In other times leading it would be the name of an enzyme, but in these times of gender equality is a leader.

liderzuela
LIDERZUELO, a derogatory from LÍDER, small-time leader. 

lidoro
LIDORO Character of the work of John Barclay (1621) who now celebrates 400 years of just fame Argenis and Poliarco,
who dies at sea and is his body is dragged to the beach and found by Argenis and Poliarco.  Poliarco tries to steal his
belongings and Argenis asks him for respect for the pain of others.  Calderón de la Barca adapts this work between
1626 and 1636.

lienzo
LIENZO Advertising fabric that has the characteristic of extending wide and being much wider than high.  Typical
canvases are the so-called PASACALLES which, as the name implies, are set in height and so that they cross the entire
avenue.  .

life long learning
LIFELONG LEARNING (and not LIFE LONG) is the concept of lifelong learning.  A computer engineer, lawyer, doctor or
other professional must participate in lifelong learning or, at age 5, will be obsolete. 

lifeless
LIFELESS from the English life, life and less, suffix meaning without, lacking of: lifeless, inert, dead

lifestyle
LIFESTYLE of English life, life and style, style, i.e. lifestyle

ligeras
LIGHTWEIGHT female plural LIGHT fast.  2 .  With little clothes.

liliaque
LILIAQUE Tree plant of the leucaene family.  produces a legume in sheath Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be eucaena, liliak or kiulilac or liliaque or leleques, linen, Creole linen, white macata, liliaquiel, huaje or
guaje

liliburlero



LILIBURLERO song that satirizes Irish Roman Catholics and the appointment of General Talbot as Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland in 1687.  2 .  Song dd Adrian Boult and the London Philharmonic Orchestra.  3 .  In 1688 Henry Purcell
composed a song that became popular during the revolution called the Lilibullero. 

liliputienses
Liliput citizen, dwarfs who dwelt in Lilliput an imaginary town visited by Lemuel Gulliver in the first of 4 books of world
literature, "Gulliver's travels", written by Jonathan Swiff in 1726.

limerancia
LIMERANCIA deformation of LIMERENCIA term derived from the English LIMERENCE to designate romantic love . 
Involuntary state of mind resulting from a romantic attraction to someone, feeling an obsessive need to be reciprocated. 

limitó sinonimos
LIMITED Verbal form of the verb LIMIT]/E] indefinite verb , third singular person .  Putting limits, barriers, borders,
limitations His authority was limited to expenses up to $US3. 000 .

limonsón
LIMONSON mixture between lemon and orange .  Despite being the most powerful and larger fruit of citrus, in most of
the world it is the least known. 

limonzón
LIMONZON spelling error by lemon and orange blend lemon

limpios
clean plural of CLEAN neat, polished, no dirt

linda cacao bella
LINDA CACAO BELLA Baracoa is a beautiful city in Cuba dedicated to the cacao production. Linda and bella both mean
beautiful. Cacao and cacao butter are products from the cacao tree, used to produce some sweet foods, mainly
chocolate.

line
LINE English word meaning line

liner
LINER 1 .  Transatlantic 2.  Eyeliner 3 .  Lining 4.  Cover and back cover of a book. 

linfomano
LINF-MANO said of a person : Addicted to cell phone .

lingerie
LINGERIE English word, and this, in turn, from French lingerie, LINGNCERÍA/E] , women's underwear and evening
clothing



lingüista o lingüístico
LINGUISTA or LINGUISTIC Relative or belonging to language (means of human communication ) 2 .  A linguist is a
specialist in LINGUISTIC

liosas
Female LIOSAS, plural of tangled LIOSO, which produces entanglement ( s ), 

lipoaspiracion
LIPOASPIRATION spelling error by LIPOASPIRACIÓN

lipoaspiración
LIPOASPIRACIÓN liposuction, detachment and extraction of fat or adipose tissue from various regions of the body,
using a surgical technique of cosmetic surgery that reshapes the silhouette.  A cannula or syringe connected to a
mechanical suction grease suction machine is used.  It is a risky intervention that can lead to death in cases of extreme
complications

lipoma
LIPOMA of LIPO 'fat, lipid' andoma, 'tumor' Adipose tissue tumor

lipstick
LIPSTICK Anglicism, English word meaning lipstick, lipstick. 

liquidada
LIQUIDATED , To Past Participle of the verb LIQUIDAR 1 .  Convert an asset to money – Settle a few shares.  2 .  Sell at a discounted price until you end up with the stock : large summer settlement.  3 .  Murder a person : was killed by the narcos 4 Destroy , ruin 5 beat : Messi killed him. 

lismosneros
Alms plural LIMOSNEROS of almsman, who begs for alms, beggar

lista de espera
WAITING LIST order of precedence with which, as resources become available, the registered ones are attended to. 
Very relevant in clinical cases such as organ transplants or surgeries. 

listening
LISTENING (pronounced lisening ) gerundio of TO LISTEN , listen, attend, hear and English noun meaning ( the ) listen,
attention .  Rehearsal lisrening : listen to a musical rehearsal.

listeria
LISTERIA contraction of LYSTERINE, a disinfectant based on listerine, and HYSTERIA .  That is, hysteria by the
possibility of contagion by viruses and bacteria. 

literarios
PLURAL LITERARY OF LIETARIO Concerning the LITERATURE Of letters, as opposed to the sciences.



literatura vulgar
VULGAR LITERATURE Books, magazines and reading material of low literary value.

litotes
LITOTES irony in that it is said as positive something that is precisely the opposite; literary figure belonging to 3 . 4 . 
OBLICUA FIGURES , (do not speak right) along with the 3 . 4 . 1 PERFRASIS or circumloquium, and 3 . 4 . 3
PARALIPSIS , or PRETERMISSION .  Obliques are a subgroup of the 3 .  THOUGHT FIGURES. 

little data
LITTLE DATA small, specific set of data used by the employees to understand the behavior of their potential buyers
Contrasts with big data, massive data set, so bulky and complex, that sophisticated computing applications are required
for handling and analysis and large storage capacity in different parts of the planet.  . 

liturgias
LITURGIAS plural of LITURGIA

live
LIVE Anglicism LIVE or LIVE

live-action
LIVE-ACTION anglilicism by REAL PICTURE, REAL ACTION, LIVE ACTION, to refer to shots made by direct filming of
actors or real elements, as opposed to animation, in which drawings, puppets, computing and computer graphics are
animated. 

lividinosos
Lustful, high sexual desire.  THE term is LIBIDINOUS with B, not with V.

líbelo
FREE IT THIRD PERSON from the imperative of the verb LIBAR, suck, extract a nectar.  Not to be confused with LIBEL
judicial memory that is presented before a magistrate: the accusatory libel was presented today. 

líbido aumentado
INCREASED SEXUAL impulse leveled up, sexually aroused, vulgarly said "more eagerly", with more sexual desire

línea
LINE Small amount of cocaine that extends over a smooth surface in elongated shape, like a line, to be snorted by the
addict.

línea blanca
WHITE LINE kitchen equipment and laundry

línea indefinida
INDEFINITE LINE unclear conduct, no commitment



línea media del cuerpo
MEDIUM LINE OF THE BODY if we talk about the human body, from the downward perspective is the waist and in the
vertical direction we could also draw an axis of symmetry that has no name.  If it is a symmetrical body a midline is the
axis of symmetry of the body.  If asymmetrical it is the line that divides it into two areas of equal surface ( plane ) or
equal volume ( body ). 

línea representativa
REPRESENTATIVE LINE 1 .  Formally , stroke that on a Cartesian coordinate axis is constructed ( draws ),
representing the different values that a variable is taking as you advance in the parameter represented in the abscissa (
time, for example).  2 .  Model of a set, for example, of costumes

línea roja
RED LINE imaginary figure point of no return where when crossing it security is no longer guaranteed

líneas
LINE Plural LINES .  See LINE .

llace
LLACE oetographic error by YACE , tercera pers sing .  of the present indicative of the verb YACER , to be buried

llamada extorsiva
EXTORSIVE CALL phone call to threaten to harm a family member or other serious threat if the call does not pay the
required money or jewelry. 

llamadas
PLURAL CALL CALLS 1 .  Make a phone contact 2 .  Invocation, request

llamar a las cosas por su nombre
CALL THINGS BY YOUR NAME Be explicit in saying things, speak clearly and bluntly.  Accuse whoever corresponds or
report something without fear of reprisals.

llamativos
PLURAL LLAMATIVOS THAT catches the eye, which stands out.

llampí
LLAMPÍ misspelling by YAMPY or Yampi , See both . 

llantaina
LLANTAINA lanceolate plant, medicinal, good for treating cancerous diseases.  Herbaceous plant appreciated by
crickets. 

llantenes
LLANTENES plural of LLANTN anticancer medicinal plant .  See LLANTON



llave tecnológica
TECHNOLOGICAL KEY key technological resource for success in some activity. 

llenado capilar
CAPILLARY FILLING blood flow or other fluid that is made through very fine ducts of the order of tenths of a mm.  or
even less . 

lleni
LLENI proper name phonetic and graphic deformation of Jenni, and this, in turn, diminutive or contraction of the English
name Jennifer, which in turn comes from the Welsh Gwenhwifa, which means white as the foam of the sea, woman with
purity and justice, or that of luminous spirit. 

llevar al climax
Bring to the climax.  Relative to a situation : Bring to the highest or most critical point .  Relative to one person : Make it
end, ejaculate .

llevar vida desordenada
CARRY DESORDENTED LIFE be conducive to vices, promiscuous, alcoholic, drug addict, gambler, loose or
parrandero, or any combination of these conditions or attributes. 

llida
Ida 1.  Learning Literacies for the digital age, British learning measurement project.  2 .  Lake Lanier Islands
Developmente Authority .  Georgia state company in the United States that is responsible for marketing the Lake Lanier
Islands.  3 .  Perhaps it was meant Lleida, which is the Galician name of Lleida, in Spain.

llorar como una magdalena
CRY LIKE A MAGDALENA Expression that alludes to how Mary Magdalene cried next to the body of Jesus Christ dead.
 Crying with despair, copiously, without inhibitions.

lloriqueante
WHIRICAL, pitiful, whining

lloriqueos
LLORIQUEOS plural of LLORIQUEOLlanto sustained and whining, which is done more than pyr pena, to cause pity and
get what you want (a whim).

lloversobremojado
LLOVERSOBREMOJADO application error by RAINING ON MOJADO, go from bad to worse; have one bad after
another.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may go from bad to worse

llustre
ILLUSTRIous Conspicuous, outstanding, very important

lluvia de ideas



RAIN OF IDEAS is the Spanish version of BRAINSTORMING , meeting people where ideas are thrown no matter how
crazy they may seem, which are committed, discussed and produce new improved and practical alternatives.

lluviesita
RAIN spelling error by RAIN, small rain, diminutive of RAIN

lo caducó
EXPIRED SEE EXPIRE

lo comido y lo bailado no me lo quita nadie
THE ATE AND THE BAILADO DOES NOT REMOVE IT FROM ME ANYONE Expression that can say who is
committing a wrongdoing or crime and was given improper tastes or pleasures.  I can die with this delicacy because I
have galloping diabetes, but the eaten and dancing does not take it away from me anyone.

lo contralio de feroz
THE OPPOSITE OF FEROZ The anonymity of ferocious is MANSO

lo dejaron con los crespos hechosz
They left it WITH CRESPOS FACTS Leaving someone frustrated at not being able to do what he was scheduled to do. 
An allegory of a woman who goes to the hairdresser because she is invited to a party or marriage, and this is not done :
She was left with the crespos made : the groom did not appear in the church.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be to leave it planted, leave to mark busy, to wander, to dance

lo ha hecho por la patilla
HE HAS DONE IT FOR THE PIN in Spain: do something for free.  See BY PIN .  In urban language GO BY THE PIN is
to, lose control of the sphincters. 

lo lógico
THE LOGIC, what is due, what common sense, the obvious, what logic indicates

lo más alto
THE HIGHEST AS ABOVE POSSIBLE, the top; the highest height : the highest I have come are the 6800 meters. 

lo más fácil
THE EASIEST the simplest way, the simplest

lo perecedero
The PERISHING what perishes, which does not last in time, as opposed to the perennial, everlasting, what remains

lo racional
THE RATIONAL, antonym of IRRATIONAL, the REASONABLE, which goes according to an intelligent thought or
attitude, rather than reckless or emotional



lo tenga en la punta de la lengua
I HAVE IT ON THE TIP OF MY TONGUE colloquial way of saying that you know the name or the word but that you have
a temporary mental block that prevents the nerve pathways from reaching the neurons that store the information.  It can
be temporary forgetfulness, and at any time access occurs, but sometimes it is permanent and must be re-recorded in
new neurons with new pathways to find it again in the future. The truth is that the person who says this phrase
practically never gets to remember because in the effort he gets stressed and generates waves of frequencies that
interfere with the process of thinking, when it is time to have the greatest possible calm. 

lobbista
LOBBISTA anglicanism by POLITICAL OPERATOR who is dedicated to conducting political negotiations and reaching
agreements and businesses between different parties. 

lobi
Spanish-listed LOBI of lobbying, management or negotiation of aisles that make politicians and political operators to
take advantage of legislative. 

lobista
LOBBYIST Anglicism derived from LOBBY, reception hall (usually from a hotel); political operator who works on
reaching understandings and agreements to benefit his clients in the promulgation of a law, decree, regulation, tender or
business. 

locas
CRAZY pl .  of LOCA , homosexual who flaunts his condition

loci
LOCI is the plural of LOCUS word Latinism by place, position, which in biology determines the fixed position on a
chromosome, such as that of a genetic marker or a specific gene. 

lock
LOCK lock, lock, lock Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be lock, lock, gray

lockhoto
LOCKHOTO anglicism derived from lock hot, , and this, in turn, from LOCK, lock and HOT, hot; status or physical lock
that is imposed on a home service such as gas or electricity. 

loco de amor
MAD OF LOVE madly in love

locoro
LocoRoco's LOCORO spelling error, Japanese single-player video game saga designed only for Sony's portable
Playstation and PSP 4 platform, in which Locoroco are a world of happy and colorful creatures, where the player is their
only hope.  2 .  Another possible error option is LOCRO, a stew of pre-Inca origin of the Andean region, consisting of
shoe, corn and potatoes. 

locoroco



LOCOROCO video game (2006) for Sony PSP cinsole You have to tilt the environment to move figures called locoroco

locuciones
PLURAL LOCUTIONS of LOCUTION

locuciones adverbiales a brazo partido
A SPLIT ARM with a great effort, such that it breaks the arms

locuras
MADNESS OF LOCURA .  See LOCURA . Un rope, dangerous, risky things Some synonyms, similar words or
expressions can be dangerous actions, dementia, irrational acts

locus
Latin LOCUS place 1 .  In Geometry : Geometric Place .  2 .  In cell biology : fixed position on a chromosome, which
determines the position of a gene or marker.  By extension , in evolutionary computing – Used to identify positions of interest in certain sequences. 

lof
LOF in English, error by LOFT, literally LOFT.  Neologism for miniature apartments, typical for university students living
alone. 

loft
LOFT departments that began to appear in the United States by 1950, in which there was no separation of
environments, in psrticular between the living room and dining room, and more taede also between the dining room and
the kitchen.  The term extended to open spaces without (many) divisions when old industry buildings were remodeled
and enabled for housing use. 

loftera
LOFTERA loft and burrow contraction.  Small apartment of 1 environment, without divisions, between 30 and 60 m2,
designed for the housing of a person, university student or independent worker. 

loftero
LOFTERO 1 living in a LOFT 2.  It offers lofts on lease. 

logaritmizar
LOGARITHMIZE convert to logarithm Given a real number (argument x), the logarithm function assigns the exponent n (
or power ) to which a fixed number b ( base ) has to be raised to obtain that argument .  The logarithm is the inverse
function of b to power n.  This function is written as : n = logb x , which allows to obtain the value of xwhich is read as :
logarithm in base b of x is equal to n if and only if b raised to n results in xSo , in the expression 10 raised to 3 = 1000 ,
the logarithm in base 10 of 1000 is 3 ,   and is written as log10 1000 = 3 . 

logófilo
LOGOPHILe person who has or expresses fascination with letters. 

lograble



ACHIEVABLE , which can be achieved

loino
LOINO in Chile : 1 .  Native to El Loa, northern province of Chile.  2 .  Relative or belonging to El Loa . 

loíno
Natural LOINO of El Loa, province and region of northern Chile, through which passes the River Loa, which is shaped
like a U and is the longest in Chile.  2 .  I support the Cobreloa club. 

loínos
PLURAL LONOS of LONO, inhabitant of El Loa, village of northern Chile. 

lonely hearts society
LONELY HEARTS SOCIETY anglicism literally society of lonely hearts.  There is in the United States, in the networks a
site of the LONELY HEARTS CLUB SOCIETY that is dedicated to giving support to those who find their heart shattered
or can not find sentimental company.  But this company is also a commercial enterprise that is engaged in the sale of
allusive clothing, such as t-shirts with the logo or with the name of the society, clothes with white hearts on black fabric,
etc.  It has drifted towards a description of social and political sentiments in @SocieryHearts.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be lonely hearts club society

lontano
Italian LONTANO, far, far away

look twinning
LOOK TWINNING anglilicism for being twinned .  It's a fad that swept through the nets in 2017.  It is about dressing
mated, for example, using it and him the same shirt and trouser fabric or the same swimsuit color of both (pink, to get
attention). 

lookear
SPANGLISH LOOKEAR derived from look look;  by looking , observing

loopear
LOOPING angliicism derived from LOOP, loop and the verb To loop, sar turns in circles, especially in aerial pits, but it is
also said that the plane entered loop when it falls describing a corkscrew trajectory. In computer science it is said that a
program entered loop, or that it is looping, when there is an indefinite repetition of a routine, sub-routine or series of lines
of code, and cannot leave that process without human intervention. 

lootbox
LOOTBOX or LOOT BOX , in the vjdeogames : reward boxes for which you must pay real money, masked in the form of
headbands, chips or equivalents, to continue advancing in the game or reduce the playing time.  It is the modern way to
extract money from the industry to players once they have become addicted. 

lorem ipsum
LOREM IPSUM text without any significance that is used in the graphic and advertising world to fill a background of a
paper, book cover, sign or similar. 



lorito de senegal
SENEGAL LORITO, is a psittacid, the most common parrot that is marketed for pets.  Green breast or red and grey
colors, fits very well with the human being and is a good pet.  It is endemic to Africa

lorito senegal
SENEGAL PARROT see SENEGALESE PARROT Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be senegal
parrot, parrot you you, senegalese parrot

lorito senegalés
SENEGALESE PARROT Poicephalus senegalus .  Bird of the family of psittaceas (parrots).  The adult reaches 25 cms. 
It has green plumage, except on the chest, which is yellow.  It is found native in Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea as far
south as Mali.  He is attached to the human being and contractes a unique and special relationship with his caregiver. 
Its purchase value is about 500.  There are two types of Senegalese parrot depending on their area of origin: Those
living in Ivory Coast, Ghana and western Nigeria are known as Poicephalus senegalus versteri.  Those living in eastern
and northeastern Nigeria, southern Chad and northern Cameroon are called Poicephalus senegalus mesotypus.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be parrot you you, you you, parrot of senegal

los benges
THE BENGES, it's actually BENJAMIN, from the gypsy, evil spirits.  The pronoun is considered to exclude the meaning
of analgesic cream of the same name created by the French pharmacist Jules Bengué, based on menthol, methyl
salicylate and lanolin, used for muscle aches and others. 

los caras
FACES 1.  in Ecuador : people who lived in what is now the province of Manabí, in the first millennium BC.  2 .  In Chile :
the Caeabineros, the police. 

los sucesivos lectores
THE SUCCESSIVE READERS people who will read the text from now on, the next readers, the readers who come next.
 SUCCESSIVE is what comes from now on : Hereafter does not enter (the temple) without greeting and without taking
off his shoes.  PRECEDENT is what has happened before.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the
following readers

los tulpas
Tulpa TULPAS is a mystical concept of Tibetan origin.  It is about creating physical objects from a mental thought or
creation.  As could be the ectoplasm of a ghost.  Some modern Buddhists use it in the sense of an imaginary friend.
Tulpa is a mental construction, a mystical ente created by an act of imagination and will, which acquires physical
consistency.

loser
LOSER Anglicism by LOSER

lounge
Lounge lounge, lounge, living room Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be saloon, living room, sitting
room, hall

lovecraft



LOVECRAFT , English surname .  From English love, love and craft, craft or a means of transport like a boat, an
airplane, a machine.   It means love for crafts.   The best known is the American writer of horror novels H. Q. 
LOVECRAFT ( 1890- 1937 ).  They have made an enormity of films from his books.

low cost
LOW COST English locution meaning "low cost" fashionable with the breaking of super-economic flights and airlines,
which minimize services to such an extent that the price of a flight becomes cheaper than traveling by bus (when that is
possible) 

low poo
LOW LOW POO low and poo shampoo apheresis.  Poo is a pun because poo poo is poo poo in English and to poo is
poop.  Refers to a low shampoo hair wash method. 

low-tech
LOW-TECH as opposed to HI-TECH, or state-of-the-art technology, low tech is one that is not the most modern
technology on the market, that is, all previous to the latest models or versions.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be old version, previous model

lozoya
LOZOYA 1. County in Madrid, at 85 km. of Madrid city, in the Lozoya valley. 2. Emilio Lozoya Austin mexican Harvard
economist, general director of Pemex from 2012 to 2016, during the Enrique Peña Nieto presidency. In 2020 was
processed for corrupcy, money washing, organized crime  and influence traffic. 3. Emilio Lozano Thalman, mexican
economist, related to ex-president Carlos Salinas de Gortari, father of Emilio Lozoya Austin.

lubre fuego
Lubre fire Spam by light, fire synonymous poorly entered

lubrificado lúbrico
LUBRIFIED FLUORIC error that occurred when entering both synonyms of ACEITATED without the separator comma. 

luceros
LUCEROS , plural of [LUCERO , astro of great night brightness.  2 , In some quadrupeds : Large white lunar on the
forehead

luchadoras
LUCHADORAS f .  and plural of LUCHADOR.

lucidos
LUCIDOS plural of LUCIDO , past participle of the verb LUCIR , stand out , shine , sibresalir

lucros
LUCRO's plural LUCROS profit, profit Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be economic profit, profit

luego no nos llores



THEN DO NOT CRY to us expression that warns that a decision taken or act to be performed is not approved or
advisable. 

luigino
LUIGINO 1 .  Brand of 4-wheel skates in line 2 .  concerning LUIGI, Hiram Luis Santos, Puerto Rican regatonero singer
born in 1977.   3 .  Relative Luigi's Mansion, an action-adventure video game for Nintendo.  4 .  Surname of Italian origin

luiseño luiseña
LUISEÑO LUISEÑA see LUISEÑO

lukear
LUKEAR See LUQUEAR

lulibullero
LILIBULLERO See LILIBURLERO

luna llena
FULL MOON one of the 4 periods of 7 days, where the moon looks fully illuminated, unlike the other 3 phases, waning
fourth, crescent crescent and fourth, where the reflection of sunlight is partial. 

lupular
LUPULAR relative to hops, dry and flowering part of the hop tree, which is mainly used to produce beer, but also as a
flavoring and for the elaboration of medicines. 

lupulera
LUPULERA hop, plant and flower plantation which is mainly used as a beer ingredient, but also as a flavoring and as a
medicine. 

lupulero
LUPULERO hop collector, dry and flowering part of the hop plant, essential ingredient for brewing. 

lupuna
LUPUNA tree of the Amazon and Central America, of a height of 60 to 70 meters, and a huge trunk of up to 3 netros in
diameter.  It belongs to the family of malvaceae.  It is a ceiba of whose seeds, leaves and resin medicinal herbs are
produced to cure kidney conditions, fever, asthma, diarrhea and dysentery.  In some places in Brazil it is used against
cancer and inflammations.  It is used to make furniture and formerly for guajiberas canoes and rafts. 

luquear
Luquear in Argentina: have fun, have sex with a woman.  In Chile : observe , look

lurex
LUREX fabric containing aluminum threads that give it a point brightness when impacted by light.  It is a fabric used for
dresses, very popular in the 60s to the 80s, and that is still used. 



lurgo
LURGO place in Nizza , Monferrato 2 .  Valet of the eccentric Lord Asteroth.  He lives in Hell, he's immortal, he's got
superhuman strength, he's a coward and a Frankestein-like face.  The New Earth comic appears, first drawn by Mark
Pacella and then appears in The Demon, vol 3 where it is drawn by Vals Semeiks.  3 .  Book by Serg Sorokin

lusides
LUSIDES spelling error, or a lot of grammatical ignore, by LUCIDEZ, brilliance, lucidity quality

lusohispano
Portuguese-Spanish LUSOHISPANO .  See HISPANO-PORTUGUESE

luz prohibida
PROHIBITED LIGHT Fifth state of the matter that has managed to be generated in laboratory and in the space platform.
 In the laboratory they have emitted light waves at high frequencies to accelerate superconductors, materials that can
drive electric current almost without resistance or energy loss (no heat emission) and access unique properties of
quantum physics, which would allow to create computers millions of times faster than current ones, mainly because
there is no heat dissipation.  This superfluidic matter does not behave like plasma or gases and its particles stimulated
by high frequency accelerators (pulses of the order of teraHz, trillions of Hz per sec).  The grace that has been achieved
to do this, which before only was achieved about 0 absolute ( -273oC ) , at normal temperatures.

lydia
LYDIA 1 .  Anatolian region from -1300 to -546 BC.  This corresponds to the current Turkish provinces of Smirna and
Manisa.  2 .  Lydia Rodríguez Fernández (Madrid, 1980), known as Lydia, is a Spanish singer.  Since 2008 she is the
vocalist of the group Presuntos Implicados, in addition to making a solo career. 

m orderse la lengua
MORDERSE THE LANGUAGE Said of a person : Stay silent, despite having a lot of desire to tell something.  Shut up

mac
MAC 1 .  In Scotland, Ireland and Wales : prefix meaning son of .  2 .  Appeal given to Apple computers, by their name
MacIntosh 3.  Nickname given to MacDonald's burgers.  4 .  Cosmetology, global authority on professional beauty. 

macanuda
MACANUDA in Bolivia : voluptuous woman, with rounds, but who is not fat. 

macara cachimba
MACARA CACHIMBA Spelling error by MACARACACHIMBA

macaracachimba
MACARACACHIMBA word derived from MASCA LA CACHIMBA , a way in which some indigeny tribes called the chief
because, apparently, he was the only one who could chew tobacco.  .  In Puerto Rico Man who acts as leader or that
others consider him the best in some aspect. 2 .  Person who is a know-it-all or expert on a subject.  3 .  Man wants to
speculate on his friends and he does not lift his women.  In El Salvador, friendly man, fun and enjoying life.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the best, the most powerful



macchietta
MACCHIETTA of the Italian , textually manchita , musical comedy monologue characterizing a typical character that
allowed to analyze the reality .  The fascist regime of Benito Mussolini financed the cinemas and that contributed to
create the AVANTSPETTACOLO, (before the show), revues or variety show that were presented before the film.  Over
time these shows led to striptease shows so these terms became synonymous with low-quality shows, until their
disappearance in the late 900s. 

macchiettar
MACCHIETTAR Italianism; write, produce or represent a MACCHIETTA (manchita, small dot;  plural : macchiette ) type
of comedy sung as a monologue characterized by a typical character who aimed at the observation of reality .  
Common in Italian theatre since the late 800s and the second half of the 900s; over time the flaws and hobbies of the
original character were exacerbated to make irony and greater comicity

macetohuerto
MACETOHUERTO terrace or balcony orchard, with potted plants. 

machirula
MACHIRULA in Argentina : a term created by Mauricio Macri to refer to Cristina Fernández, who previously treated him
with MACHIRULO man who having no problems considering himself or who consider him a sexist. 

machirulismo
MACHIRULISM action of man who boasts of being male without disguise. 

macho alfa heterosexual
MACHO ALFA HETEROSEXUAL man of great sexual capacity , . hormonal, which stands out among others and
sexually conquers women.  When it comes to herds of animals, it is the dominant and physically most powerful male that
mates with all its females and reproduces, probabilistically, the best offspring of the species. 

macho de monte
MALE OF MOUNT Problemente its origin has reference to the male cabr8o of mount.  1 .  PANAMANIAN WATERFALL
AND CANYON located in Chiriquí (Boquete).  Expert climbers descend this canyon.  2 .  Name of the seventh Infantry
company, also called the Macho de Monte Battalion, the best of Panama's defense, dissolved in 1989, when the
Americans responded to Panama's declaration of war and invaded the country and established a democratic regime. 

macho primitivo
MACHO PRIMITIVO man reminiscent of prehistoric, hirsute, beard and chest hair. 

macizorro
MACIZORRO deformation of the bicycle brand Massi Zorro

macreco
MACRECO contraction of MACROECONOMICs, or country-level economy, as opposed to individual, domestic or
business economy.

macrisis



MACRISIS in Argentina : period and situation that Argentina went through during the government of Mauricio Macri, with
famine, high inflation, price hikes and popular discontent. 2 .  Horror video game for Android, developed by young
Argentinians, and consisting of accumulating dollars to escape the terrible economic situation of the country. 

macrismo
MACRISMO relartivo or belonging to the political thought or to the group of adherents of the former president of
Argentina Mauricio Macri

macrista
MACRISTA in Argentina: supporter of the ideology or the person of former Argentine President Mauricio Macri. 

macro destrezas
MACRO PLURAL SKILLS of basic, main skill macro skill

macro ecosistema
MACRO ECOSISTEMA Macro is a term or prefix that means large and goes next to the qualifying word, not separated. 
Sola indicates a programming code development that makes up a routine, which executes a specified function.  So here
we talk about a rich ecosystem.  See ECOSISTEMA .

macroalga
MACROALGA large algae, seaweed, multicellular, usually brown.  They are so named to distinguish them from
microalgae, which are microscopically sized

macrobarómetro
MACROBARÓMETRO in Spain: pre-election statistical measurement by the CIS, Sociological Research Center, which
predicts election results

macrobotellón
MACROBOTELLON in Spain: at the end of the twentieth century young Spaniards began to gather on public roads to
socialize or make a BOTELLON.  A macro bottle is one of great proportions that is of general knowledge of the
inhabitants of the place. 

macrocausa
MACROCAUSE higher cause , of greater importance

macrodato
MACRODATO millionaire set of data that would normally be difficult to store and process that are handled massively
and with which business decisions are made, astronomy, scientific research, particle physics, modeling, etc.

macroemisión
MACROEMISSION large-scale emission, e.g. paper money or gaseous pollutants. 

macroencuesta
MACROENCUESTA high significance and transcendence survey. 



macroexplotación
MACROEXPLOTATION Exploitation of natural goods carried in industrial form and on a large scale .

macrofalosomía
MACROFALOSOMIA macro, large phallus, penis and opia, condition; man's condition of having a very large penis. 

macrofestival
MACROFESTIVAL Congregation of numerous artists who present their shows on several stages simultaneously and for
an extended period of time

macrofiesta
Macro MACROFIESTA , large party of large proportions with indeterminate number of attendees. 

macrogranja
MACROGRANJA farm where animals of great importance and public knowledge are bred. 

macroindustria
MacroINDUSTRIA of the Greek makro, large .  It is the group of large enterprises, which stand out over SMEs, small
and medium-sized enterprises, and both on micro-enterprises, which have 1 to 8 people and whose sales are very low
in terms of representativeness of the country's economic activity. 

macroinvestigación
MACROINVESTIGATION research with public impact character trims, covering many areas and a lot of historical time. 

macronave
MACRONAVE gigantic size ship, much larger in size than normal for , the type of ship you are talking about. 

macronutriente
MACRONUTRIENTE are food substances that provide energy to the body and serve to repair or aid growth and
regulate metabolic processes.  They are animal and vegetable proteins and fats. 

macrooferta
MACROOFERTA high-impact proposition

macrooperación
MACROOPERATION warlike operation, commercial or other type, of much greater size or cost than usual. 

macrooperativo
OPERATIONAL MACROOPERATIVE or procedure involving many police or military personnel and covering a wide
territorial area, sometimes in search of a single objective, such as a criminal or object, but is usually a gang and various
objects stolen or trafficked. 

macroprudencial



MACROPRUDENCIAL very cautiously, which is very cautious

macrosondeo
MACROSONDEO national or international market study

macrourbana
MACROURBANA relative to a , area, wider than urban, urban area with its periphery or outside the walls. 

macrourbanización
MACROURBANIZACIÓN implementation on a large scale of the facilities to make habitable the houses or buildings, that
is, lighting, water and sewerage, avenues, streets and sidewalks, gas networks, communication networks, squares and
public gardens, fountains and sculptures.  . 

macrourbano
MACROURBANO relative to the largest of the city, macroURBANISM such as avenues, airports, squares and gardens,
urban landscape, ports, large structures such as bridges, highways, tunnels and the like.  The anonymity is the
MICROURBANO, relating to MICROURBANISM. 

macrozona
MACROZONA region greater than other zones 2 .  Area comprising several smaller areas. 

macumbero
MACUMBRRO Faithful or believer in MACUMBA, rituals of Bantu origin associated with black magic

made in europe
MADE IN EUROPE expression in English which means made in Europe, without any commercial significance and which
can never be seen in a product to be bought because the rules require the country of origin and not the continent.  In
addition, the codes Ean-13 and others have initial subcode of 3 characters corresponding to that country there being no
substitute European code that would cause an insoluble and inconvenient duality. 

made in hollywood
MADE IN HOLLYWOOD literally , made in Hollywood .  Figuratively, story or product that rather looks like fantasy or
taken from a movie. 

made in spain
MADE IN SPAIN mandatory text on export products indicating the place of origin .  In this case it is a product MADE IN
SPAIN. 

maderos
Madero.  1 .  Long piece of square wood or roll 2 .  Piece of wood intended for construction 3 .  Very foolish person,
clumsy 4.  Barquichuelo

madonna
MADONNA Italianism by lady



madre apisonadora
MOTHER STEAMROLLER SEE FATHER HELICOPTER , MOTHER AGENDA

madreñera
MOTHER MOTHER 1 .  shrub 2.  Place populated by madroños 3 .  Spanish municipality in the province of Cáceres

madres
MOTHERS plural of MOTHER woman who begat him and stood up to one (biological mother) or who adopted him
(adoptive mother) 

madriado
MOTHERED (and not emocearated) In Mexico Said of an object : that it is in bad condition , worn said of a person : That
it is exhausted, tired or sick

madridismo
MADRIDISMO fanaticism, idolatry by Real Madrid and everything related to that football club. 

madrileñofobia
MADRIL-ABIABIABIAA Repulsion and displeasure so it is typical of Madrid or by the natives of Madrid.

madrilista
MADRILISTA fan of the Spanish team Real Madrid .  Relative to or belonging to Real Madrid

madurismo
MADURISMO Ideologia that supports the policy of Venezuelan dictator Nicolás Maduro

maduros
MADUROS plural de MADURO

magia chistosa
MAGIA CHISTOSA Perform acts of magic and tricks that are entertaining to the auditor audience and that move to
laughter for its effects and results.

maglia
MAGLIA Italianism by sweater, sweater, mesh or tricota

magnetoesfera
MAGNETOESFERA magnetic layer in the form of doughnut located outside the ionosphere, the outerest of our
atmosphere, which prevents the entry of particles to Earth from the sun by means of the solar wind

magnetoestrella
MAGNETOESTRELLA It is a celestial body that has died as a star and that its residues are of enormous density.  They
are the result of a supernova that explodes and implodes increasing its gravity greatly attracting other bodies to its



nucleus, which can come to weigh like a mountain per cubic cm.  Death leads to them being invisible as there is no light
emission, but if of X-rays and high-energy gamma rays.  Some neutron stars, radio-pulse calls emit radio waves with
predictable frequencies and are called pulsars.  When it exceeds a certain level they become magnetars or
magnetostars.    For reasons unknown they go through periods of low and high magnetic intensity emitting huge
amounts of energy easily detectable on Earth.  They have a very short average life, of around 10. 000 earth years.  In
recent years scientists have questioned these premises and think that pulsars become magnetars and vice versa.

magnetofoñico
MAGNETOFONIC ( and non-MAGNETOFOOCO ) Belonging to and relating to the MAGNETOPHONE or
MAGNETOFON . It comes from the German Magnetophon, trademark The latter is a device that receives impulses from
a microphone and converts them into electrical impulses that are recorded on a magnetic tape.  Today the term has
been appropriated by the open coil magnetophone. but all recorders/players are actually magnetophones.  In addition to
the open coil are the cassette and the cartridge ones.  Cell phone technology has largely supplied such devices.

magnoverbofobia
MAGNOVERBOFOBIA hatred or huge, persistent and abnormal fear of words. 

magret
MAGRET of the magret gascon, diminutive of magre, MAGRO is a goose or barley duck breast to produce fatty liver or
foie gras.  The importance of being barley is that bird breasts are dry, and fat infiltration makes them juicy when cooking.

maguiver
MAGUIVER phonetic deformation of MACGYVER, agent of the Phoenix Foundation, responsible for delivering justice in
the world.  His wit allows him not to use weapons and with a clip or duct tape solve complex situations. 

mailin
MAILIN spelling error by MAIL-IN , by mail .  2 In Argentina : villa MAILIN , locality in Department Avellaneda , province
of Santiago del Estero . 

maillot
MAILLOT (and not MALLOT) jersey in French, name of the shirt of the leaders in the Tour de France The white mallot is
for the best under 26.  The yellow jersey is the one that goes first in general. 

maind boggling
MAIND BOGGLING spelling error by MIND BLOWING

mainstream
MAINSTREAM compound anglicism originating from main, main, most important, and stream, current (water, river,
electrical).  Ideas, customs, attitudes that are normal part and accepted by most.  As an adjective means relative or
characteristic of the most popular : mainstream pop music .  Used as a verb means popularizing.

maio
MAIO architectural design team resident in Barcelona 2 .  May, in Portuguese. 



maison
French MAISON, house

maíz pira
MAIZ PIRA corn to burn in the pyre (bonfire) is a corn from the plant of the genus zea, whose species mays is the only
one that is a commercial cereal and edible by humans and animals, of high nutritional value.   They contain 375 calories
per 100 grams, of which 75 are carbohydrates and 11 proteins.  It has many names, such as goats in Chile, pochoclo in
Argentina (pop and choclo), pororó (explosion or explode in Guarani), pipoca in Bolivia, cotufa in Venezuela and Spain,
rosettes of corn, pororocho in Belize, pipoca in Brazil, canguil in Ecuador, mill in Panama, canchita in Peru.  In Spain it
has varied names according to the regions : threads, tostones, roses, rosettes, rositas, buffaloes, truffles, palometas,
crispetes, kripetak, millo flocos, straws, palometes, catufes. 

maíz tostado
TOSTADO CORN corn that is usually served with ceviche and is excellent to accompany beer.   In Peru : toasted court,
mountain court, chulpe corn or mote.  In Ecuador : toasted .  In Colombia: capia corn

maíz tostao
TOSTAO CORN See Roasted Corn and CORN POPMITS

maíz tote
TOTE CORN See POPCORN

majaguillo
MAJAGUILLO heliocarpus americanus, tree that reaches 5 to 10 meters in height It has alternating and simple leaves,
oval or rounded. 

majax
MAJAX .  Pseudonym of a French illusionist wizard whose real name is Gérard Faier.

majhara
MAJHARA place in Uttar Pradesh, India

majisto
MAJISTO spelling error by MAGISTO a video creator and editor software for PC and web apps. 

major
MAJOR 1 .  Anglicism by MAJOR , SERIOUS , SIGNIFICANT .  1 .  University academic degree .  Generally there are 4
: Bachelor or minor 2 .  Licenciado o major 3 .  Magister 4 .  doctor.  2 .  Military rank, above that of captain and under
that of lieutenant colonel

make out
MAKE OUT slang for kissing, hugging, becoming fond of each other, everything except having sex

maker



MAKER anglilicism by COSISTA or HACEDOR

makeup artist
MAKEUP ARTIST textually makeup artist; Makeup artist

mal ambiente
BAD ENVIRONMENT 1 .  It refers to the climate that exists in an environment.  When it is at work you talk about bad
work environment : when it is at home you talk about bad family environment.  Toxic people cause these bad or toxic
environments.  2 .  Said of a person : That is rejected in a group : John has bad atmosphere in the office .  3 .  Place
where criminals or prostitutes pupulate : This cabaret is a bad environment.

mal clima
MAL CLIMATE figuratively, bad atmosphere, area of little warmth

mal de siam
SIAM DISEASE Zoonotic viral disease transmitted by the mosquito aedus aegypti.  It is rapidly evolving

mal genio
BAD GENIUS of bad character, which bursts easily, rabid, angry, bad fleas.

mal menor
EVIL LESSer option (which is chosen) that turns out to be the least bad of all the alternatives: This candidate is the
lesser evil

mala follá
MALA FOLLO Malafollá

mala fortuna
MALA FORTUNA bad luck

mala vida
BAD LIFE A life of bad habits.  It can also have a more positive sense of poverty and affliction

malaba
MALABA spelling error by MALABAR a coastal region of India and act of skill that is done with balls, masses, cymbals
and other elements, usually in circuses or at junction traffic lights. 

malafollá
MALAFOLL the word fuck comes from the Latin follis, blow with a bellows.  It means bad fuck.  Formerly the apprentices
had to be blowing with the bellows the embers to keep them incandescent, at a good pace.  When it didn't happen, the
blacksmith said he had a bad fuck, or malafollá.

malaguea



MALAGUEA spelling error by MALAGUEÑA

malandro
MALANDRO In Chile 1 .  Small-time offender.  2 .  Evil children

malandros
MALANDROS pl .  of MALANDRO , malandrín , person who does evil or commits crimes

malas
MALAS female and plural of MALO .  See MALO

malaya
MALAYA In Chile 1 .  Sausage consisting of meat from different parts of the pig, usually made up of compacted and
laminated pieces.  2 .  Cleaning cloth of bar tables and cafés.  Named after that it contains residues of different foods, as
Malay has of various pieces of sow 3.  Barbarism for Malhaya! Curse Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be 1 pickled, 2 cloth 3 curse!

malayos
MALAYOS plural MALAYO , , native of Malaysia, Southeast Asian country, made up of the island of Borneo and part of
the Malay peninsula.

maldades
EVIL acts that cause small damage and are performed for fun, usually executed by children.  Sometimes they can end
up in a tragedy. 

malechor
MALECHOR error by EVILDOER, criminal, criminal, person who habitually does evil

malhablar
MALHABLAR Introduce rudeness and doodles in the usual speech .  Speak vulgarly.

mall vecinal
MALL VECINAL small shopping center designed to cater to the neighbors close to it.

malla gris
MALLA GRIS Grey plastic mesh, called Mesh Sarán, primarily used as protection in vehicle parking lots, agricultural
crops, construction works and as a means of defense against the bite of mosquitoes and other insects.

malla sarran
MALLA SARaN ( and not MALLA SARRAN ) It is a bushy mesh, usually intense green, that is used to limit the access of
light to an enclosure.  such as a greenhouse, a growing area or a vehicular parking lot.  It is also used in construction to
wall, block vision and prevent blunt elements from hurting passers-by if they fall from good altitude and reach a
passerby.



malla verde
GREEN MESH Common name given to the mesh Sarán when it is of that color ( there is gray ).  Mesh used in
agriculture, construction and other disciplines for the protection of crops from sunlight, people from possible accidents or
falls of material from construction, or to protect parking lots and other places where cars or goods are stored.

mallorquinista
MALLORQUINISTA belongs to Mallorca 2 .  In favor of Majorcans or Majorca Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be Nadal is Mallorcan by birth and Majorcan of thought 

mallot
MALLOT spelling error by MAILLOT , jersey in French

malmadrama
MALMADRAMA error for MALUMA DRAMA and best MALUMA NEYMAR DRAMA , problem aired on Instagram they
had when in August 2020 Colombian singer Maluma wanted to return with model Natalia Barulich , but she was now
linked to Brazilian PSG player Neymar .  Maluma made a song in which he claimed how badly Barulich had a hard time
with Neymar which brought a lot of tail

malo de la película
BAD MOVIE Movies often have a script in which there is a good character, the PROTAGONIST, actor or lead actress,
and the ANTAGONISTA, the bad, secondary character, which makes a counterpart.  This is formally called the bad guy
in the movie.  Figuratively, on the other hand, he is the person who does the hard work on a duo, for example, the
President and the Minister of the Interior, or a General Manager, who talks about job improvements, and the Staff
Manager, who makes the layoffs.

malojillo
MALOJILLO medicinal plant originating in India and Malaysia, which has a wide variety of vitamins, including A, B1 (
thiamine), B2 (riboflavin), B3 ( niacin ), B5 (pantothenic acid), B6 ( pyridoxine) and C . 

malorió
MALORIO (and did not bad ) Ugly, ungrateful.  See MALORIO

malrollero
MALROLLERO says relation to defectively performing the actions indicated in the 13 to 16 roll meanings of the SAR
dictionary.  1 .  Person who makes long, heavy and boring speeches 2.  Person who is boring, heavy or annoying.  3 . 
Person who lies braidly and says things without sight of plausibility, who invents bad stories 4.  Person who is a mess in
passing love affairs.

maltratadas
MALTRATAD f .  and plural of MALTRATADO See MALTRATADO

maltyox
MALTYOX In Guatemala : Thank you in Quiche language

malucongo



KAPELE-MALU-MALU , MALU , CONGO or Malu or Malu-Malu is a city of the DRC or Democratic Republic of the
Congo, formerly Zaire and formerly Congo .  Malucongo would be a way of naming the city of Malu and also a
gentleness for the locals.  MALU is a 2002 hit by Congolese singer Tshala Muana

malvestida
MALVESTIDO , To which he is dressed inappropriately, with old clothes, dirty or off-site. 

malvestido
BADLY DRESSED person who dresses inelegantly, in a gross, malagested, ordinary, ragged or dirty way. 

malviviente
MALVIVIENTE spanish for one with bad customs, bad living person

mamabicha
MAMBABICHA contraction of MAMBA the most venomous snake that exists and that can kill a person in a matter of
minutes and BICHA, term that is used as a synonym of snake and that, in Portuguese has the meaning of faggot, so it
can be used with a double meaning.  . 

mamao
MAMAO 1 .  Said of a person : In Argentina and Spain Drunk.  In Venezuela; tired, exhausted.  In Puerto Rico : A stupid
type, silly person, vulgar and simple thought In Peru : Person who dare not speak In Dominican Republic : They have
sucked his penis .  2 .  Fruit full of seeds like black nuggets sninged together.  Papaya.

mamapipe
MAMAPIPE twitter address of Emma Pipe . 

mamasear
MAMASEAR In Mexico Action to hug, caress and kiss and give yourself a lot of passionate love between two people.

mamá tigre
MAMA TIGER superprotective mother with her children, even adults, which causes pathologies in them.  See FATHER
HELICOPTER

mamda
MAMDA orthographic error by MAMBA, the most dangerous and venomous snake in the world.  It is the nickname of
basketball player Kobe Bryant who played 20 years for the Los Angeles Lakers.  He had a sexual harassment lawsuit,
reaching a monetary settlement in court.  To separate his private life from professional sport he called himself Kobe
Mamba, the lethal and ruthless player on the court.  In January 2020, already retired, she went shopping with her
daughter in her helicopter, which she capotó and died along with her daughter and 5 others. 

mamerro
MAMERRO en Puerto Rico: maravilloso, estupendo. IN Puerto Rico: marvelous, fantastic

mamerto



MAMERTO Someone who doesn't understand well what they usually tell him.  Naive and dimly ededed.

mamota
MAMOTA In Chile : 1 .  Great Mom 2 .  MILF, a woman with extraordinary physical attractions, who due to her age is
supposed to be already a mother.  In Mexico : woman of great attraction

mampo
MAMPO in Chiapas , Mexico : Homosexual

mancebías
MANCEBIAS plural of MANCEBA

mancha pequeña
SMALL STAIN Stain .  Small dirt.

mancharse las bragas
STAINING PANTIES euphemism for being warm, with sexual desire, by intensely lubricating the vagina

mandado
MANDADO thing sent to someone, a delivery; order to do things Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
valet

mandar a alguien a freir churros
SEND SOMEONE TO FREIR CHURROS Send to change (of place) to someone.  Throw out, eject.  Give pumpkins,
kick a couple.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to command to change, throw, send to the crest,

mandar a cambiar
COMMAND TO CHANGE to throw out abruptly, expel someone in an unwise way.  TO BE SENT TO CHANGE is to
leave voluntarily and untimely, without saying goodbye politely, nor caring. 

mandélica
Female mandelic MANDELLICA, relative to Nelson Mandela

mandélico
MANDELIC relative to or belonging to NELSON MANDELA , former President of South Africa

mando de la acienda
ACIENDA CONTROL Spelling error by ( THE ) STAY OF THE ESTATE, is referring to who runs a large field, of many
hectares.

mandome
MANDÓME (and not the aberration of mandome ) pronominal form of the predefined third singular person of the verb
MANDAR



mandrevida
MANDREVIDA error by MADRE VIDA, song of the Bolivian group ANDESUR of 2011.  Also another of T .  Gallarato
2021

maneado
MANEADO confused, tangled, with difficulties to implement an action or resolution of a mental or physical problem.

manejables
MANAGEABLE plural HANDLES

mangarito
MANGARITO xanthosoma sagittiflolium Shott plant that produces an edible tuber of the aeraceae family.  It is widely
cultivated in tropical regions and is native to Central America, but there is no certainty as some place it between Mexico
and Brazil. 

mangarmangareto
MANGARMANGARETO error by Mangar mangareto Xanthosoma sagittifolium Mangar is a brand of food supplements.
and mangareto is an edible tuber from the tropics of America that contains starch and about 7-8% protein.  Therefore, it
should be a food supplement based on starch and proteins produced by margan biotech laboratories.  In Portuguese,
mangareto is a kind of sweet potato. 

manger-mille
Mamger-mille expression used in the French-speaking area of Africa to designate a corrupt gendarme or policeman
who, under any pretext, detains a vehicle to require its indulgence.  The expression originates from the time that the
usual amount of the coima is 1000 French francs.  This expression is a word game based on a West African bird called
manger-mil (eat-thousand or eat-look) that feeds on wiser (thousand in French). 

mangostino
Mangosteen.  Own of the mongoose, relative to the mongoose, vivérrido mammal similar to the civet, dark cinderella
and a body of 40 cms.  and another's tail.

mangui
MANGUI in Colombia : Guy who handles, small-time thief, petty thief

manguis
MANGUIS plural de MANGUI

manhattanita
MANHATTANITA gentilicio of the inhabitant of the island of Manhattan , New York

manicomial
MANICOMIAL as a madness

manicura



MANICURA spanish for a person who does manicure

manifiesto
MANIFEST public statement of principles

manifiestos
MANIFEST PLURAL MANIFESTOS

maniflojo
MANIFLOJO 1 .  Waste the money.  2 .  Pusillanimous, coward.

manigua cubanal
MANIGUA CUBANAL error by MANIGUA CUBANA

manilista
MANILISTA person dedicated to basketry with manila phormium tenax, sempriverde coastal plant, used in Chile to
combat diabetes

manio
MANIO I think we face again the eternal problem of the loss of the virgulilla of the letter ñ.  See mañío.  If it exists be
MANIADO be complicated, confused.

maniobrable
HANDLEABLE MANIOBRA THAT can be maneuvered, operated, driven

maniola
MANIOLA butterfly jurtine maniola (lepidopter) which has a marked sexual dimorphism : males possess at the ends of
the front apexes ocelos with a black center, which, in turn has a white iris in the center. 

maníaca sexual
SEXUALLY MANIAC sexually insatiable woman, who has an exacerbated livid and maintains an inordinate sexual
appetite. 

manjunches
MANJUNCHES in Venezuela: plural of manjunche, deformation of MAJUNCHE

mano de hierro
IRON HAND extreme hardness, metaphor to point out something that is done without mercy or compassion of any kind.

mano de hierro con guante de seda
IRON HAND WITH SILK GLOVE are two allegories that stand in contrast.  IRON HAND is equivalent to MAXIMUM
RIGOR; SILK GLOVE is equivalent to MAXIMUM SOFTNESS. 



mano pelua
HAND PELUA vulgar shape by HAND HAIRY , 1 .  In Chile, unknown or mysterious person who has committed some
crime 2 In Mexico : radio-terror program that aired for twenty years in which auditors called the radio and told their own
horror story. 

manodurismo
MANODURISMO of iron fist, strictness policy of zero tolerance with crime and the crime .  Manodurism applies in
Singapore and any drug dealer or user is automatically sentenced to death. 

manos
HANDS pl .  handheld .  Anterior extremity of the quadrupeds .  2 .  Each of the games in the card game, as in the
bridge: 16 hands were played per game 3.  Group of chips or cards received in a game : I received an amazing hand 4 . 
Being turn in a game : I'm hand on the next pass of Point and Banking .  5 .  Luck : How does the hand go? 6 .  Quality
in what is done: It has a good hand for the kitchen and to place the injections.  4 M  Side, direction: On the left is that of
men and on the right hand side that of women.  8 .  Help : give me a hand , please 9 .  Coat of paint : you will need 2
and perhaps 3 hands.  10 .  Hand to hand : closely , very fought .  11 .  People, workers: 100 hands are required to lift
the reservoir.  A perverse hand started fire 12 in Mexico, and now colloquially very widespread in tropical regions:
brother's apocope, figuratively said: Dare, hand.  There are more women in this world. 

manos a la labor a la obra
HANDS TO WORK! Get to work! Get to work! In action! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to work! ,
in action! , move now!

manos atadas
Please note a person or group of them, who is facing a problem for which, given the circumstances or context, he has
no real possibility of any resolute or mitigating action.

mansa
MANSA 1 .  MANSO female, quiet, docile 2.  Adj.  By immense

mansada
MANSADA in America: typing error by MANSARDA, space between the roof and the roof.  It is usually accessed
through a trapdoor, although in modern houses there are more comfortable climbs.  in Spain: Roof where the slopes of a
roof break and increase their slope at the bottom, where windows are usually opened in the manner of attics. 

mantención técnica
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE process of review and repair of some industrial, mechanical, hydraulic, electrical or
electrical equipment

mantenedores
MAINTAINER'S plural MAINTAINERS, which maintains, holds

mantener la boca cerrada
KEEP THE MOUTH CLOSED Expression that involves shutting up and not telling what is known, keep a secret, be
discreet



manteniendo
keeping is the gerund of the verb to keep.  Meanings: 1.  hold at time 2.  hold fixed something in space 3.  ensure
economically by a dwelling, institution or person 4.  make an idea, thought, or how true fact.

mantero mantera
MANTERO , I deeply disagree with the lack of editorial judgment of the dictionary with regard to the words to be defined.
 Enter, for example, mantero , mantera , mantero mantero , mantero-ra , manteros , manteras generates potentially 6
entries for the same word, artificially and negatively enlarging the size and, worst of all, complicating and lowering the
quality of the search and the information delivered.  That said, mantero is a blanket manufacturer or seller. 

manuales
MANUAL Plural MANUALS .

manufa
MANUFA 1 .  Manufacturing apostoscope 2.  Brand of toys made of manufactured wood 3 . Brand of tools for water
treatment, such as radiator cleaner and Dial Manufa water distributor adapter. 

manufacturabilidad
MANUFACTURABILITY Ability to produce industrially.  Formerly it refers to hand-madeness, but today it has the
connotation of mass production. 

mapudungún
MAPUDUNGÚN language of the Araucanians or Mapuche, league that has no script.  Mapu means land and dungun
speaks . 

mapuey
MAPUEY Dioscorácea plant typical of central and South America, which produces a potato-like edible tuber, very
craving for its high nutritional value.  2 .  Tuber of the same name.  It is popularly known as yams.  In Costa Rica it is
known as air potato or papañame.

mapurbe
MAPURBE in Chile: a group that appeared in 2020 in southern Chile, and which is the contraction of MAPUCHE
URBANO

mapurito
MAPURITO l mapurito or anamú ( Petiveria allicea ) is a plant found throughout South America, especially in the
Antilles.  In Cuba, a decoction of the entire plant is used in cases of cancer and diabetes.  It is also used as an
anti-inflammatory.  Numerous biologically active compounds have been discovered in the anamú.  It participates in the
endocrine regulation of the adrenal glands, very important in different endocrine functions of the body such as water
balance, inflammation or regulating blood glucose.

mapuritos
MAPURITOS , plural of mapurito .  See MAPURITO

mapuzugun



MAPUZUGUN mapuche MAPU, earth and ZUGUN, speak the speech of the earth.  MAPUDUNGUN is Mapuche
language

maquinita
DIminutive MACHINE MAQUINITA, metaphorically working effectively to achieve some purpose Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be extraordinarily efficient and effective

mar menor
MAR MENOR in Spain: saltwater lagoon of the Mediterranean Sea, in Murcia, southeast of Spain.  It has 170 km2.  It
contains 5 islands: Major, Perdiguera, del Ciervo, Rondella and del Sujeto. 

maracas
MARACAS pl .  of MARACA 1 .  Musical instrument that is based on a small pumpkin whose dried seeds from inside
generate the sound when colliding with each other when the pumpkin is beaten to the rhythm of the music of the
orchestra it accompanies.  There are, of course, maracas manufactured entirely in artificial form.  2 .  Homosexual, man
who engages in the sex trade. 

maracayú
MARACAY mountain range spanning the state of Mato Grosso, in Brazil and the department of Canindeyú in Paraguay. 
Do not confuse with MARACUY , tropical fruit originating in Central America and whose largest producer ds Brazil. 

maradonear
MARADONEAR 1 .  Maradone Know that you can have everything in favor and, by the excess, lose it and start over
from scratch, without more than your talent and opportunity.  2 .  Make a pot or dribble, a lujito.  3 .  Make a dream goal,
of those that come out only once in a lifetime.  4 .  Garcar, betray, serruchar.  5 .  Do something to Maradona's lestilo.

maradoniana
Maradoniana see MARADONIANO

maragallismo
MARAGALLISMO line of thought of Mara Gallo, founder of the Mexican company Evolusys, dedicated to the planning,
coordination and implementation of organizational changes and corporate strategies. 

marañita rastrojito
MARAÑITA RASTROJITO in Colombia : REBUSQUE , casual work , small in Chile : pololo , informal short work 2 . 
Diminutive of TANAÑA , alms .  In Chile MARAÑO is the act of tangleing: grabbing, plundering, looting

marañones
MARAÑONES plural of MARON, is the abacardo tree, tree of Costa Rica and northeastern Brazil, well known for
producing cajú chestnuts.

marapiojos
MARAPIOJOS error by MATAPIOJOS, lotion to kill lice and nits and sometimes attack SCABIES[ ) E]



maravediz
MARAVEDIZ error by MARAVEDÍ , whose pl .  is MARAVEDIES

marca indicio
MARK INDICATION Synonyms . that the application does not recognize by being placed as synonyms of another word,
without separating them by a comma.   For example, sign .

marcaria
MARK spelling error by MARK first and third unique person of the conditional of the verb MARK . 

marcario
TRADEMARKS

marcarse un tanto
MARK A TANTO Put a self-goal in.  Unintentionally harming yourself

marcela
MARCELA maid name, coming from latin marcellus, the one who is related to Mars, the god of war.

marcha blanca
WHITE MARK stage in which an activity is initiated and the behavior is being measured so as to correct failures and
make the necessary improvements and optimizations.  Sometimes these are services that can be free or cheaper for
that period. 

marchar de puntillas
POINTING GO go on the tip of your feet (so as not to make noise or dance) 

marcharse de
LEAVE

marcharse vivo
LEAVE LIVE allegory of dying but staying (in memory, in the lives of others).  It's the reverse of dying in life, being dead
(internally) even if you're physically alive. 

marcianada
MARCIANADA in Spain: an extremely strange event. 

marco de referencia
FRAME OF REFERENCE predefined fixed values that allow to check to be in the range, position, appropriate attitude,
that is, within accepted limits. 

marco regulatorio
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK .  Legal instrument that provides the general rules under which various activities must be



carried out in a given field.

marea verde
GREEN TIDE In Argentina: feminist or collective groups, which demanded the legal approval of abortion after many
years of struggle.   The Green Tide is a wave of the feminist movement for sexual and reproductive rights with absolute
self-determination of one's own body.   It is mainly recognized for being in favor of the interruption of pregnancy for any
reason: rape, life risk, malformation or own decision. 

mares
MARES pl .  figuratively, huge quantities

mari mari weñi
MARI MARI WEÑI in mapudungun mari mari is equivalent to hello and peñi ( not weñi ) is brother

mariconazo
Increased faggot MARICONAZO .  It is figuratively said of someone who is very hard and demanding. 

maricotas
MARICOTAS in Ecuador: faggot

mariguano
MARIGUANO marihuanero , who consumes marijuana

marihuanadas
MARIJUANADA plural MARIJUANA

marikona
MARIKONA urban language for MARICONA, lesbian, dyke Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
lesbian, dyke, lesbi, lez, tortillera, maricona, lesbiana

marioli
MARIOLI Common surname in Italy and Argentina .  It exists in 6 countries plus common name in Chile and the United
States, existing in 7 other countries.  Mariola, in Italian means that it represents a false identity, a congruence between
the inner being and what externally demonstrates to others.  Marioli is the plural of mariola


